
FIR No.317/18
PS Prahsant Vihar EOW
U/s 420/406/120 B/34 IPC
State Vs. Shiv Priya

13.05.2021

In the scenerio of COVID-19 pandemic, matter is taken

up through video conferencing hearing in  compliance of  the

directions of Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and directions of Ld.

Principal  District  &  Sessions  Judge,  North  District,  Rohini

Courts, Delhi.

Pr: Dr. Sharwan Kumar Bishnoi, Ld. APP for State.
Ld. Counsel for the applicant

Heard. Perused. 

This  is  an  application  for  grant  of  interim bail  filed  on

behalf of the applicant/accused Shiv Priya.

It is argued by Ld. counsel that accused is innocent and is

falsely implicated in the present case. It is further stated that the

present  FIR  was  registered  a  complaint  lodged  in  the  PS

Prashant Vihar and name of the accused was not mentioned in

said the FIR. It is further argued that as per the chargesheet and

the  prosecution  story,  no  ingredient  of  offences  for  cheating,

forgery and criminal conspiracy have been made out against the

accused.  It  is  further  argued  that  neither  the  accused  has

interacted  with  the  complainant  at  any point  of  time nor  any

money was paid to him personally. 

It is further argued that  accused is sole bread earner of

his family and his presence is necessary for looking after his



wife, minor children and old aged father.  It  is further argued

that accused is in JC in the present case for last more than 6

months and the investigation has already been completed. Iti s

further argued that accused has already been granted bail in

number of cases pending against him. With these submission,

prayer is made for the grant of interim bail for 90 days.

Ld.  APP has strongly opposed the bail  application and

prays for the dismissal of the same.  Ld. APP has contended

that the present matter for interim bail does not fall within the

parameters of guidelines of High Powered Committee passed

by Hon'ble High Court of Delhi on 04.05.2021 and 11.05.2021.

It is further contended that the applicant/accused is involved in

more than 16 other cases and is not entitled for the prayed

relief.

The  allegations  in  the  present  case  are  that  the

complainant/victim, in pursuance of inducement and allurement

by accused persons,  has booked the two flats  in  a scheme

launched  in  the  name  of  Amrapali  Adarsh  Awas  Yojna,  at

Noida,  UP.  For  the said  scheme the accused persons have

assured and promised that they have all requisite permits and

licences from all the concerned authorities for the completion

of  proposed  new  housing  project.  Moreover,  the  accused

persons  instead  of  completing  the  proposed  project,  have

intentionally diverted the funds received for the booking of flats

for  different  use  with  malafide  and  dishonest  intention.

Moreover, the assurances and promises made by the accused



persons  termed  out  to  be  false  and  accordingly,  the

complainant and number of other victims were cheated of their

hard earned money in similar kind of cases and in the same

manner. 

All the complaint cases filed against the accused persons

in  Delhi  Police  Stations  were handed over  to  the  Economic

Offence  Wing  in  compliance  of  the  orders  passed  by  the

Hon'ble  Apex  Court.  Admittedly,  the  accused  is  one  of  the

director  of  the  accused  company.  As  per  ROC  data,  the

company of accused has made agreements with several other

companies  including  the  companies  belonging  to  Amrapali

Group for diversion of funds in the name of ICD Agreements.

As per reply, Greater Noida Industrial Development Authority,

the builder has not taken the completion certificate and there is

no mention of Amrapali Adarsh Awaas Yojna, means they have

no  approvals  from  the  concerned  authority.  During

investigation, it is also revealed that the accused company has

diverted the funds to other projects and purposes, due to which

present project  could not  be delivered on time and thus the

complainant  was cheated.  The role of  the accused/applicant

was found in  day today affairs  of  the said company and its

project.  Further,  as  per  report  of  GNIDA's  Auditor,  dated

29.11.2017, only 27% of the structure had been built up of the

flat portion. Construction work has been stalled due to various

reasons. Project health has been described as this “Projects

come  under  D  Category”.  Receivable  to  CTC  Ratio  in  the



project 0.80, which shows that the project may not be able to

complete from future receivables. Further, the report says that

current default of authority dues is above 950 crores.

As  per  the  guidelines  of High  Powered  Committee

passed  by  Hon'ble  High  Court  of  Delhi  on  04.05.2021  and

11.05.2021,  some  matter  have  been  excluded  for  the

consideration  on  interim  bails.  Importantly,  as  per  the

abovesaid  guidelines of  Hon'ble High Court  of  Delhi,  all  the

matters investigated by the Special Cell are excluded from the

categories of the UTPs for the consideration on interim bails.

Further, if  the Under Trial Prisioner has three or more cases

pending against him then his case shall also not be considered

for  the  grant  of  interim  bails.  The  present  matter  is  being

investigated by the Economic Offence Wing of  Delhi  Police,

which is also a Special  Cell  of  Delhi  Police and is specially

designated  &  dedicated  for  the  investigation  of  the  cases

pertaining to the cheating and fraud of huge amount and of the

cases wherein the victims are numerous in number. Admittedly,

there are more than 16 cases pending against  the accused

presently. Meaning thereby, the present case of the accused/

applicant  falls  under  the  category  of  exclusion,  as  per  the

guidelines of Hon'ble High Court of Delhi dated 04.05.2021 and

11.05.2021,  which  states  that  if  three  or  more  cases  are

pending against the under trial prisioner, then his case cannot

be considered for grant of interim relief.  Moreover, there are

more than 16 cases pending against the accused/applicant. 



The  allegations  against  the  accused  are  grave  and

serious  in  nature.  Considering  the  facts  of  the  case  and

seriousness of the allegations against the accused, no ground

is made out for grant of interim bail to the accused. Hence, the

present application is dismissed.  

Copy of the order be given dasti as prayed for.

(SATVIR SINGH LAMBA)
CMM (North District)

Rohini Court/13.05.2021



FIR No.79/2020
PS Crime Branch
u/s 420 IPC & 66 IT Act 
State Vs. Hemant Sharma

13.05.2021

Matter  is  taken  up  through  VC  in  compliance  of

guidelines of  Hon’ble  High Court  of  Delhi  and orders  of  Ld.

Principal  District  &  Sessions  Judge,  North  District,  Rohini

Courts, Delhi.

Pr: Dr. Sharwan Kumar Bishnoi, Ld. APP for State.
IO SI Ramesh through VC
Complainant through VC
Ld.Counsel for the applicant/accused 

Heard. Perused.

This is an application for interim bail u/s 437 Cr. PC filed

on behalf of accused Hemant Sharma.

It is submitted by Ld. Counsel for the applicant/accused

that  accused  is  sole  bread  earner  of  his  family  and  his

presence is necessary for looking after his wife, minor children

and  old  aged  father.  It  is  further  stated  that  the  accused/

applicant  was  previously granted interim bail  and has never

violated the terms and conditions as directed by the court. It is

further  argued  that  the  accused/applicant  is  suffering  from

heart related diseases and in the pandemic situation there is

danger to his life. With these submisions, Ld. Counsel for the

accused prays for  the grant  of  interim bail  in  terms of  High

Powered Committee's guidelines passed by Hon'ble High Court

of Delhi on 04.05.2021. 



On the other Ld. APP and complainant as well as the IO

have strongly opposed the bail  application and prays for the

dismissal of the same. Ld. APP and IO have contended that

the  present  matter  for  interim  bail  does  not  fall  within  the

parameters of guidelines of High Powered Committee passed

by Hon'ble High Court of Delhi on 04.05.2021, as the cases

investigated  by  the  Crime  Branch  are  excluded  from  the

category of cases, which may be considered for the grant of

interim relief.  IO of  the case also intimated that  regular  bail

application of  the accused was dismissed on 12.05.2021 by

Ld. Sessions Court, Rohini Court, Delhi. 

In the present case, the allegations against the accused

are that  the accused/applicant  has cheated the complainant

and unlawfully gained huge amount of money on the pretext of

providing petrol pump agency and gas agency.  The dismissal

of the bail application on 12.05.2021 by Ld. Session Court is

not disputed by the Ld. Counsel for the accused. The alleged

heart  related illness of  the accused is pertaining to the year

2009. It is pertinent to mention here that no fresh disease or

any recent heart related complication's document have been

filed.  Perusal  of  record reveals  that  the  accused was never

released on interim bail  at  any point  of  time in  the  present

case.  Upon  specific  asking  of  the  court,  it  is  explained  by

Ld.Counsel  that  accused  was  granted  interim  bail  in  other

similar cases.



As  per  the  guidelines  of High  Powered  Committee

passed  by  Hon'ble  High  Court  of  Delhi  on  04.05.2021  and

11.05.2021,  some  matter  have  been  excluded  for  the

consideration  on  interim  bails.  Importantly,  as  per  the

abovesaid  guidelines of  Hon'ble High Court  of  Delhi,  all  the

matters investigated by the Crime Branch are excluded from

the categories of the UTP for the consideration on interim bails.

The present matter is being investigated by the Crime Branch

Police. 

The  allegations  against  the  accused  are  grave  and

serious  in  nature.   Admittedly,  accused  is  also  involved  in

similar kinds of offences. Considering the facts of the case and

seriousness of the allegations against the accused, no ground

is made out for grant of interim bail to the accused. Hence, the

present application is dismissed.  

Copy of the order be given dasti as prayed for.

(SATVIR SINGH LAMBA)
CMM (North District)

Rohini Court/13.05.2021



FIR No.0312/2021
PS Alipur
U/s 457/380/411/34 IPC
State Vs. Pinnu @ Sanjay

13.05.2021

In the scenerio of COVID-19 pandemic, matter is taken

up through video conferencing hearing in  compliance of  the

directions of Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and directions of Ld.

Principal  District  &  Sessions  Judge,  North  District,  Rohini

Courts, Delhi.

Pr: Dr. Sharwan Kumar Bishnoi, Ld. APP for State.
Ld. Counsel for the applicant

Heard. Perused. 

This  is  an application  for  release of  case  property i.e.

wheat grains (112 Joot bags of 50-60 kg. each) on supardari

filed on behalf of applicant/authorised person Anil Kumar.

Heard. Perused the report of the IO.

Perusal of record reveals that the applicant has filed an

authorisation certificate  on behalf  of  the company.  However,

neither  the  applicant  has  filed  any  copy  of  any  extract  of

relevant board resolution of the said company in his favour nor

has filed any Special Power of Attorney, as per rules. Further,

applicant  has  also  not  filed  any document  to  show that  his

company is the lawful owner/rightful claimant of the abovesaid

case property.

In his report, IO has reported that he has no obejection, if

the case property be released to the rightful claimant, but has



not disclosed that who is the lawful owner/rightful claimant of

the case property.

Keeping in  view the same,  applicant  is  directed to  file

copy of relevant board resolution of the company/special power

of attorney, as per rules along with copy of the relevant bills of

ownership of the abovesaid case property during the course of

day on court  email.  Applicant  is  also directed  to  supply the

copy of the same to the IO for verification. At request put up for

further proceedings on 15.05.21.

(SATVIR SINGH LAMBA)
CMM (North District)

Rohini Court/13.05.2021



FIR No.0017/2020
PS Alipur
U/s 380/411 IPC
State Vs. Govind Kumar 

13.05.2021

In the scenerio of COVID-19 pandemic, matter is taken

up through video conferencing hearing in  compliance of  the

directions of Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and directions of Ld.

Principal  District  &  Sessions  Judge,  North  District,  Rohini

Courts, Delhi.

Pr: Dr. Sharwan Kumar Bishnoi, Ld. APP for State.
Sh. R.L. Saini, Ld. Legal Aid Counsel for the applicant

Heard. Perused. 

This is an application for grant of bail u/s 437 Cr. PC filed

on behalf of the applicant/accused Govind Kumar.

Perusal  of  record reveals that  in the present case  bail

application of the applicant/accused Govind Kumar has already

been  disposed  off  by  Ld.  Predecessor  vide  order  dated

05.10.2020 and bail was granted to the accused in the present

case.  Hence,  in  view  of  the  same,  present  application  is

infructuous and accordingly same is dismissed.

Applicant is at liberty to furnish bail bond.

Copy of the order be given dasti, as prayed for.

(SATVIR SINGH LAMBA)
CMM (North District)

Rohini Court/13.05.2021



FIR No.67/2021
PS Alipur
U/s 307/34 IPC
State Vs. Sandeep Walia
Vehicle no.  DL-11-SL-7870

13.05.2021

In the scenerio of COVID-19 pandemic, matter is taken

up through video conferencing hearing in  compliance of  the

directions of Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and directions of Ld.

Principal  District  &  Sessions  Judge,  North  District,  Rohini

Courts, Delhi.

Pr: Dr. Sharwan Kumar Bishnoi, Ld. APP for State.
Ld. Counsel for the applicant

Heard. Perused. 

This is an application for release of case property vehicle

bearing no.DL-11-SL-7870 moved by the applicant/registered

owner. 

Heard and perused the reply filed by the IO. 

As per the reply of IO he has no objection for release of

aforesaid case property to the rightful claimant. 

Directions regarding release of case property vehicle 

The aforesaid vehicle be released by the SHO/IO to the

registered owner on the following conditions:

i. SHO/IO should verify the particulars of the ownership

of  the  case  property  vehicle  and  identity  of  the

applicant. 



ii. Vehicle can also be released to the AR of the owner of

the case property on showing of the authority letter on

a properly stamped paper. 

iii. Photographs  from  all  angles  of  the  case  property

should  be  taken  including  the  engine  and  chasis

number and such photographs should be filed in the

police report in the court. 

iv. Such photographs should be attested under signatures

by all concerned parties. 

v. A Panchnama as per law should be prepared detailing

the proceedings of the release of the case property in

favour of a party. 

(Such photographs and panchnama should suffice

for  the  purpose  of  evidence  during  the  trial

proceedings as a secondary evidence admissible

in  law  if  in  the  event  the  original  of  the  case

property is not produced during the evidence). 

vi. An indemnity bond should be taken from the party in

whose  favour  the  property  is  released  as  per  the

valuation  of  the  case  property  mentioning  the

undertaking to  indemnify any other  person in  whose

favour  any  claim  relating  to  case  property  is

determined by any legally competent forum. 

vii. Mechanical inspection of the vehicle should be done

before releasing the vehicle if it is a case of accident. 



viii. In  case  vehicle  is  insured,  the  applicant  will  also

furnish  an  affidavit  to  the  SHO/IO  in  support  of  the

application  for  release  of  vehicle  that  he  has  not

claimed insurance money from the insurance company

pertaining  to  the  occurrence  of  accident  in  above

mentioned FIR. 

ix. With  these  directions,  the  present  application  is

disposed  off.  However,  if  there  is  any  objection  to

release  of  case  property,  objections  will  be  sent  in

writing  on  next  working  day  before  concerned

court/concerned Duty MM.

Copy of the order be given dasti. 

(SATVIR SINGH LAMBA)
CMM (North District)

Rohini Court/13.05.2021



FIR No.312/2021
PS Alipur
U/s 457/380/411/34 IPC
State Vs. Pinnu @ Sanja 
Vehicle no. HR-55-AC-9405

13.05.2021

In the scenerio of COVID-19 pandemic, matter is taken

up through video conferencing hearing in  compliance of  the

directions of Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and directions of Ld.

Principal  District  &  Sessions  Judge,  North  District,  Rohini

Courts, Delhi.

Pr: Dr. Sharwan Kumar Bishnoi, Ld. APP for State.
Ld. Counsel for the applicant

Heard. Perused. 

This is an application for release of case property vehicle

bearing no. HR-55-AC-9405 moved by the applicant/registered

owner Surat Singh. 

Heard and perused the reply filed by the IO. 

As per the reply of IO he has no objection for release of

aforesaid case property to the rightful claimant. 

Directions regarding release of case property vehicle 

The aforesaid vehicle be released by the SHO/IO to the

registered owner on the following conditions:

i. SHO/IO should verify the particulars of the ownership

of  the  case  property  vehicle  and  identity  of  the

applicant. 



ii. Vehicle can also be released to the AR of the owner of

the case property on showing of the authority letter on

a properly stamped paper. 

iii. Photographs  from  all  angles  of  the  case  property

should  be  taken  including  the  engine  and  chasis

number and such photographs should be filed in the

police report in the court. 

iv. Such photographs should be attested under signatures

by all concerned parties. 

v. A Panchnama as per law should be prepared detailing

the proceedings of the release of the case property in

favour of a party. 

(Such photographs and panchnama should suffice

for  the  purpose  of  evidence  during  the  trial

proceedings as a secondary evidence admissible

in  law  if  in  the  event  the  original  of  the  case

property is not produced during the evidence). 

vi. An indemnity bond should be taken from the party in

whose  favour  the  property  is  released  as  per  the

valuation  of  the  case  property  mentioning  the

undertaking to  indemnify any other  person in  whose

favour  any  claim  relating  to  case  property  is

determined by any legally competent forum. 

vii. Mechanical inspection of the vehicle should be done

before releasing the vehicle if it is a case of accident. 



viii. In  case  vehicle  is  insured,  the  applicant  will  also

furnish  an  affidavit  to  the  SHO/IO  in  support  of  the

application  for  release  of  vehicle  that  he  has  not

claimed insurance money from the insurance company

pertaining  to  the  occurrence  of  accident  in  above

mentioned FIR. 

ix. With  these  directions,  the  present  application  is

disposed  off.  However,  if  there  is  any  objection  to

release  of  case  property,  objections  will  be  sent  in

writing  on  next  working  day  before  concerned

court/concerned Duty MM.

Copy of the order be given dasti. 

(SATVIR SINGH LAMBA)
CMM (North District)

Rohini Court/13.05.2021



FIR No.0249/2021
PS Samaipur Badli
U/s 7 of Essential Commodities Act, 1965, 
section 3 of Epidemic Diseases Act & 
U/s 420/269/188/120B/34 IPC 
State Vs. Anuj Jain & Ors.

13.05.2021

In the scenerio of COVID-19 pandemic, matter is taken

up through video conferencing hearing in  compliance of  the

directions of Hon'ble High Court of Delhi and directions of Ld.

Principal  District  &  Sessions  Judge,  North  District,  Rohini

Courts, Delhi.

Pr: Dr. Sharwan Kumar Bishnoi, Ld. APP for State.
Sh. Amrendra Kumar, Ld. Counsel for the applicant

Heard. Perused. 

This application has been received from the Court of Ld.

Principal District & Sessions Jugde, North District, Delhi.

By way of the present application applicant has sought

directions  to  the  Jail  Superintendent,  Mandoli  Jail,  Delhi  to

permit the applicant to  meet her husband.

Perusal of application reveals that the present application

is pertaining to the PS Samaipur Badli and Ld. MM (North), Ms.

Tapasya Aggarwal, is having jurisdiction of PS Samaipur Badli.

Hence, the present application is assigned to the concerned

court  of  having  jurisdiction  of  PS  Samaipur  Badli  for

disposal/adjudication, as per law.



Parties  are  directed  to  appear  through VC,  before  the

court of Ms. Tapasya Aggarwal, Ld. MM (North), Rohini Court,

Delhi at 12 Noon today itself.

(SATVIR SINGH LAMBA)
CMM (North District)

Rohini Court/13.05.2021


